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The long and prosperous reign of Queen Elizabeth
allowed for fashion to blossom into a remarkable
abundance of adornment, in colours and
fabrics that had never been seen before.
Such brilliance brought with it many
new status symbols such as fine
silk stockings that clung to the
contours of the leg, or a
watch known as a ‘dyle’,
but it was the ruff that
was to become the
defining feature of the
age. Whilst a modest
ruff was the era’s
equivalent of a
white collar and 
tie, denoting an
upstanding citizen
practically all that
exceeded in size 
or decoration were
subject to controver-
sy, sumptuary laws
and vocal denounce-
ment by the moralists of
the day.

Before it developed into the
iconic rigid cake frill style, the
ruff began as the decorative edge at
the neckline of the smock. One of the
earliest examples was illustrated by
Raphael as part of the costume of an Italian
nobleman c1510-20 wearing a smock or shirt 
gathered into a narrow neckband topped by a small frill.

Smocks – the under garment for both women and men
– fastened at the neck en couliss with a cord

drawn through a channel that, when tied,
left a natural frill above it that had by

the reign of Edward VI become a
popular site for decoration with
embroidery or lace.

After 1560 the ruff was
made as a separate
band from a long strip
of fine linen or lawn,
it varied in width
and was anywhere
from 1.5 to 6
yards long to give
ample fullness.
The outer edge
was decorated
with embroidery,
cutwork or lace,
whilst the inner
edge was threaded
with a string that
when drawn tight, 

created both the folds 
of the ruff and the method

of fastening it at the front. 
A cord could also be stitched

at the outer edge of the ruffle
adding a certain stiffness, and a

charming wibbley effect.

Queen Elizabeth appointed William Boonen as her
coachman in 1560 not knowing that his wife would bring
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with her from her native Flanders 
a secret that was as important 
to fashion as alchemy was 
to Elizabethan science –
starch. With its ability to 
stiffen soft folds, starch
was promptly denounced
by the puritans of the day
as the ‘Devil’s Liquor’,
yet, unperturbed, the
fashionable were will-
ing to pay handsomely
for it, as it allowed for
almost any size of ruff
to be created.

To ‘set’ a ruff was a fine
art. Intricate and labour
intensive, each flute
was set individually with
a poking stick made of
wood or bone. This was
pushed into each fold and
carefully smoothed to create
the figure of eight formation
required. Steel poking sticks first
became available in 1573 these
were more efficient and gave a 
better effect so that ruff size was able
to increase, and time saved could be 
dedicated to setting matching hand ruffs.
The linen band was first washed and allowed to
dry before being carefully pasted with the starch
solution that had the consistency of wallpaper paste. It was
dried again, then dampened before being tied onto a wooden ruff

stand to gain the correct
neck circumference. A
steel poking stick heated
in a charcoal brazier, or
fire was then pressed
into each flute and
held until the starch
solution dried 
leaving the set
fresh and crisp.

In time ruffs
reached prodi-
gious propor-
tions, as was
recorded during
the 1580s: ‘some
be a quarter of a
yard deep, so that
they stand a full
quarter of a yard or
more from their
necks’. This display
enraged moralists who

were quick to avow that
pride was a sin against

God and profligacy was even
worse when the money should

be used to do God’s work for the
poor. They were further incensed

when the turn of the century brought a
vogue for wearing treble ruffs: ‘a more

monstrous kind of ruff, of twelve, yea, sixteen
lengths apiece, set three or four times double,

thence called three steps and a half to the gallows.’ with 4

Opposite: Self-portrait aged 30, Nicholas Hilliard, 1577.

Although modestly sized for the era of starch, the lace

edging to his ruff makes an interesting visual contrast to

the black velvet of his doublet, and a subtle statement

of elitism. 

Below: Catherine Knevett, Countess of Suffolk, Nicholas

Hilliard, DATE. Mother of the notorious Countess

Frances Howard, her fan shaped ruff is set in wide

‘organ pipe’ shaped sets. 
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the suggestion that where such sins
began, an ignominious end on the
gallows would  follow! 

Such sinister moralising seems
extreme, but in one case it
became true. As the century
drew to a close with ruffs at
their greatest compass, it
became fashionable for the
starch used to be tinted to
produce shades flattering to
the complexion. Smalt, a
mix of cobalt and ground
glass was used to produce a
hint of blue which Thomas
Platter admired during his
Travels in England in 1599:
‘the womenfolk of England
who have mostly blue grey
eyes, and are fair and pretty…
lay great store by ruffs and
starch them blue so that their
complexion shall appear whiter’.
Perhaps for the same reason, the
delicate blue was also a favourite with
prostitutes and this might well be the
reason why in 1595 the queen decreed:
‘that no blue starch shall be used or worn by
any of her Majesty’s subjects’.

Even more desirable was valuable saffron starch that
added a gilded lustre to the ruff, especially those edged
with cutwork or reticella as favoured by the new Queen, Anne
of Denmark. In 1613 Countess Frances Howard was aided and 

abetted in the poisoning of Sir
Thomas Overbury by Anne Turner,
a court dressmaker who held the
patent for saffron starch. A
woman of ill repute, it was
revealed during the murder
trial in 1616 that she had
darker talents – one witness
claimed to have seen her
using French fashion dolls
to represent the human
subjects of her sorcery.
The Countess confessed
and was pardoned, but
there was no reprieve 
for Anne. 

Her executioner wore the
saffron ruff and cuffs that
Anne made fashionable,
adding a cruel, mocking note
to proceedings, and giving an
ignominious end to the fashion.
Moral commentators were quick

to blame the vanity and folly of
women as the root cause of such 

a dreadful scandalous affair and 
‘villanous saffron’ starch – as

Shakespeare termed it
in All’s Well That Ends Well

– was axed as efficiently 
as Anne. ••• 

Fashion in the Time of William
Shakespeare, 1564–1616, Sarah Jane

Downing, Shire, ISBN: 9780747813545, £7.95

Lady with a Fleur-de-Lys Jewel, Nicholas Hilliard

c1595. The Lady, once thought to be Ann Countess

of Dorset, is wearing Court Costume with a triple

piled fan shaped ruff.  
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